
11:30 – 12:00 

Coffee Break

12:00 – 13:30

Panel 7. Trauma and Memory II

presider: ioanna karamanou (thessaloniki)

Vassiliki Panoussi (William & mary): “aeneas’ tropaeum: Collective trauma, 
Commemoration, and identity formation in vergil’s Aeneid”

Helen Lovatt (nottingham): “Broken hospitality and traumatic memory in the fu-
nerals of pallas and Cyzicus”

Philip Hardie (Cambridge): “Memoria, ritual, and identity: the Commemoration of
martyrs and saints in prudentius and paulinus of nola”

13:30 – 14:30 

Lunch

14:30 – 16:00

Panel 8. Places of Memory I

presider: rebecca sweetman (st. andrews/Bsa)

Jessica Paga (William & mary): “embodied memory in the Panathenaia”

Andrew Ward (emory): “ancient Greek Construction rituals, tradition, and the ar-
ticulation of Communal identities”

Judy Barringer (edinburgh): “treasuries, identity, and politics”

16:00 – 16:30 

Coffee Break

16:30 – 18:30 

Panel 9. Places of Memory II

presider: theodore d. papanghelis (thessaloniki)

William Hutton (William & mary): “the shrines of dio Chrysostom”

Barbette Spaeth (William & mary): “Greek revival or roman rebirth? the reused
sanctuaries of Corinth in the roman period”

Bonna Wescoat (emory/asCsa): “Building memory, Changing identity: initiation in
the sanctuary of the Great Gods, samothrace”

Rebecca Sweetman (st. andrews/Bsa): “late antique identity Crisis? memory and
placemaking for Community (re) building”

Stavros Frangoulidis (thessaloniki): Closing remarks
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though the issue of identity is not new, it has recently dominated the are-
na of public debate with renewed force and urgency. identities are cre-
ated through an amalgamation of multivalent views, values, and bonds.

individuals determine their sense of self through personal values; by belonging
to ethnic, religious, familial, or other social groups; and/or by adhering to cer-
tain political views or ideologies. individual identities are inextricably linked to
collective identifications, informed by shared memories and experiences;
these in turn shape the narratives, histories, and practices that strengthen the
connections among members of the community. ritual plays a foundational role
in this process, as deeply felt, iterative action that brings members of a com-
munity together, to form powerful memories in which they negotiate their re-
lationships with one another, society at large, and the gods. like memory, rit-
ual constitutes another means through which societies establish, perform, and
enhance their collective identity.

program
Thursday, September 29, 2022

16:00 – 16:30

registration and Greetings

Konstantinos Zervas (mayor of thessaloniki)

Franco Montanari (Genova) & Antonios Rengakos (thessaloniki)

Vassiliki Panoussi (William & mary) & William Hutton (William & mary)

16:30 – 18:30
Panel 1. Ritual, Poetics, and the Past Ι
presider: franco montanari (Genova)

Chrysanthe Tsitsiou-Chelidoni (thessaloniki): “the poet as priest: horace’s ritual
song in augustan rome”

Eva Anagnostou-Laoutides (macquarie): “aristaeus as a reflection of orpheus:
vergil on the rites of roman identity under augustus”

Stavros Frangoulidis (thessaloniki): “divining identity: memory, ritual and plot in 

seneca’s Oedipus”

Costas Panayotakis (Glasgow): “memories of trimalchio’s past”

18:30 
Wine Reception

Friday, September 30, 2022

10:00 – 11:30
Panel 2. Ritual, Poetics, and the Past II
presider: andromache karanika (irvine)

Lucia Athanassaki (Crete): “epinician rituals: shaping and preserving identities in
song”

Gregory Hutchinson (oxford): “repeat, remember: ritual and lyric”

Ioanna Karamanou (thessaloniki): “ritual lament, memory and identity in euripi-
des’ trojan trilogy”

11:30 – 12:00 
Coffee Break

12:00 – 13:30
Panel 3. Performing Identity I

presider: Gregory hutchinson (oxford)

Ewen Bowie (oxford): “memory, ritual, and identity in the theoriai to Claros in the
second Century ad”

Brett Evans (Georgetown): “a marketplace for memories: Carving out distinctive
identities in the new verse inscription from mylasa (marek and Zinng 2018)”

Vinciane Pirenne-Delforge (paris/liège): “Greek divine and ritual norms as a touch-
stone for issues of memory and identity” 

13:30 – 14:30 

Lunch

14:30 – 16:30

Panel 4. Performing Identity II

presider: lucia athanassaki (Crete)

Greta Hawes (Chs): “Cultic memory and Civic mnemonics in imperial ‘arcadia’”

Inger Kuin (virginia): “What’s an atheist to do? ritual, disbelief, and identity in an-
cient Greece and rome”

Sophia Papaioannou (athens): “memory, ritual and the politics of Closure in taci-
tus, Annales 3.76”

Alexander Angelov (William & mary): “Where is Byzantium? ancient and modern pol-
itics of identity”

16:30 – 17:00 

Coffee Break

17:00 – 18:30

Panel 5. Multicultural Identities

presider: Judy Barringer (edinburgh)

Georgia Irby (William & mary): “pomponius mela’s hercules: an iberian-phoenician
hero”

Jessica Stephens (William & mary): “spanish senators and “roman” identity in the
1st Century Ce”

Andrew Tobolowsky (William & mary): “adapting identity and the available myth”

Saturday, October 1, 2022

10:00 – 11:30

Panel 6. Trauma and Memory I

presider: William hutton (William & mary)

Andromache Karanika (irvine): “remembering female names: Crisis, ritual, and
Collective identity formation in ancient Greek epic poetry”

Danielle Kellogg (Cincinnati): “Call the Witnesses: memory and migration in athen-
ian Citizenship practice”

Zahra Newby (Warwick): “performing identity through Civic festivals in roman asia
minor”


